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What are Stencil 
Nanocoatings?  

Nanoclear is #1 Global NanoCoating

Extremely thin flux-repellent films that 
are applied to the bottom side and 
aperture walls of stencils to:

 Improve Quality

 Higher yields

 Better transfer effectiveness

 Boost Productivity

 Less underwiping

 Less downtime for paper changes

 Reduce Costs

 Less rework

 Lower paper and solvent consumption



Customers Include



Well Respected
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Korea

Philippines

Malaysia

Taiwan/China

/ Globally

Europe

Distribution Partners



Technical Bulletins

NanoClear® stencil nanocoating has 
been helping PCB assemblers 

improve their solder paste printing 
process for five years.

Our users often ask similar questions, so 
we have created a set of  technical bulletins 

to answer the most popular ones.



NanoClear® Applications Bulletins:

1. What’s the difference between wipe on and spray 
on coatings?

2. Can NanoClear contaminate solder paste or pose 
a reliability risk to solder joints?

3. Does NanoClear coat the aperture walls?

4. How long does NanoClear last?

5. How can I tell if NanoClear is still effective?

6. Why should softer under wipes be used with 
nanocoating?

7. How can I further improve my print process?

8. How does NanoClear improve print quality?

9. What’s the difference between transfer efficiency 
and transfer effectiveness?

10.How do I apply statistics to print quality?

11.How will my process benefit from NanoClear?

12.How can I demonstrate NanoClear’s cost savings?

Technical Bulletins



Attribute
Spray-On

(Fluoropolymer)
Wipe-On 
(SAMP)

Application
Spray and 

thermal cure
Wipe on

Applied by Stencil supplier Supplier or self

Thickness 2-4 µm 1-2 nm

Hydro- and oleophobic  

Abrasion resistant  

Chemical resistant  

Visible 

Reworkable if worn off 

Accessibility Selected suppliers Stencil suppliers or internet

Reduces frequency of
underside cleaning

 

Solder paste volume
5 – 20% increase in TE
On Area Ratios < 0.66

Slight decrease , 2-3%*

Aperture Redesign? Maybe, for smaller apertures No

Minimum Area Ratio 0.10 lower than foil Same as foil

Cost >$100 supplier dependent $20-50

APPLICATIONS BULLETIN

What’s the Difference Between Wipe-On 
and Spray-On Nanocoatings?

Download the NanoClear Cost Savings Estimator www.aculon.com

http://www.aculon.com/


APPLICATIONS BULLETIN

Can NanoClear® Contaminate Solder Paste or Pose 
a Reliability Risk to Solder Joints?

After over 500,000 stencil applications, and
over 1 trillion solder joints, 

ZERO NanoClear-related failures have been reported

SAMP Molecule
(Self-Assembling Monolayer Phosphonate)

WHY?

www.aculon.com

• Is only one molecule thick

• Does not flake or chip

• Leaves no residue and is not ionic

http://www.aculon.com/


TEM analysis confirms presence of                        on aperture walls
Thickness is approximately 1-5nm – a true nanocoating!

YES
NanoClear® coats both the PCB contact surface AND the aperture walls.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analysis is used to detect it 
and quantify the thickness of the nanolayer.

To test for                        on aperture walls, samples were taken from a stencil before and after 
coating.

To prepare the samples for the tests, a layer of chromium was applied to the stencils with 
nanocoating. Carbon-based ink and platinum are then applied to all stencil samples.

The TEM images below show  the sidewalls with and without coating:

APPLICATIONS BULLETIN

Does NanoClear® Coat the Aperture Walls?

Download the TEM analysis

Uncoated stencil
Side wall

No coating is visible

Side wall after coating
NanoClear is visible

Measures 0.99 to 4.76 nm thick

Stencil

No Coating

Stencil

NanoClear
(light stripe)

C-ink

www.aculon.com

http://www.aculon.com/pdfs/Aculon TEM Analysis.pdf
http://www.aculon.com/
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How Long Does NanoClear® Last?

Nanoclear durability depends on many factors, including:
• Abrasiveness of wiper paper/fabric
• Wipe frequency
• Solvent or dry wipe
• pH of under wipe and off-line cleaning solvents
• Solder paste chemistry
• Wiper pressure against stencil

,       is very chemical and abrasion resistant, but coarse under wipe 
papers designed for uncoated stencils can scratch the coating of the foil over an 
extended period of time.

• Softer papers are more effective at cleaning stencils and preserving the thin 
coating.  Examples of less abrasive papers include DEK ECO roll, Hyperclean® 
P4200, or MicroCare® MicroWipe™

• Extending the frequency of under wiping helps limit the abrasion, and is a 
benefit that NanoClear affords its users.  

• Solvent wipe provides lubrication to decrease the abrasion of the wiper 
textile.

• Higher wiper pressures will increase the abrasion of the wiper textile.

• pH neutral, or pH<9 solvents will not attack most nanocoatings.  Solvents 
with pH>9 will attack both wipe-on and spray-on coatings.

• Any signs of wear will first be visible at the end of the under wipe stroke, 
where flux gets left behind on the stencil.

Tips to Enhance NanoClear® Durability:

www.aculon.com

Users typically report 25K print cycles

See Also How Can I Tell If NanoClear is Still Effective? Or
Why Should Softer Under Wipes Be Used with NanoCoating?

http://www.aculon.com/
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How Can I Tell if NanoClear® Is Still Effective?

On the Production Floor
Use a test pen provided by Aculon or a
dyne fluid of 30 dynes/cm. The fluid will
wet to untreated surfaces and bead up
on treated surfaces, as shown in the
photo at right.

In the absence of a test pen, a “Sharpie”
felt tip marker will also provide a less
precise indication of coating presence.

See also How Long Does NanoClear Last?

In the Laboratory
Oil Contact Angle (OCA) or Water
Contact Angle (WCA) is a quantitative
measurement of surface repellency.
They are measured using a goniometer.
• Lower angles , or more spread, 

indicate lower repellency
• Higher angles, or less spread, indicate 

higher repellency.

www.aculon.com

How to Test for Nanoclear

NanoClear is an extremely thin, invisible coating

Most users report 25K prints per application

http://www.aculon.com/
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Why Should Softer Under Wipes Be Used With NanoCoating?

Uncoated stencils require harsh papers to effectively scrape away
sticky flux, but stencils coated with NanoClear® release flux and solder
paste more easily.

Because Nanoclear repels flux, use softer wiper paper and clean less
frequently on coated stencils to enhance durability and to save money.

www.aculon.com

More abrasive wipes may damage the coating

See Also How is Abrasion Testing Performed?
See Also How Can I Tell If NanoClear is Still Effective?

Examples of soft wiper paper include DEK ECO roll, Hyperclean® P4200, or MicroCare® MicroWipe™

http://www.aculon.com/


Run the Double Play:

+ Engineered Solvent Under Wipe

= Best-In-Class Print Process              

APPLICATIONS BULLETIN

How Can I Further Improve my Print Process?

How to check a solder paste’s compatibility with under wipe solvent

Often times, aperture blockages are caused by incompatibility with under wipe solvents.

Solvents containing IPA or other alcohols can react with the solder paste and

cause it to congeal.

NanoClear Coated Stencil

Dry Wipe

• Clear apertures

• Trace smears of flux on 
stencil surface

IPA Wipe

• Clogged Apertures

• Smears of flux on stencil 
surface

Engineered Solvent Wipe

• Clear Apertures

• No flux on stencil 
surface

Lead-free solder paste 
fluxes use complex 

chemistries that may not 
be fully soluble in IPA

Paste solubility image courtesy of Kyzen Corporation

Download the published study

www.aculon.com

The photos above show a popular lead-free solder paste with a stencil coated with NanoClear.  
The flux was tinted with UV tracer to improve its visibility.

Extrude solder paste 
into glass beakers or 

sample jars containing 
the solvent

http://www.sheaengineering.com/PDFs/ICSR 2014 Paper and Presentation Stencil Printing NanoCoating Solvent Under Wipe.pdf
http://www.aculon.com/
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How Does NanoClear® Improve Print Quality?

Nanoclear provides many process benefits, including:
• Reduced print variation
• Less peaking or “dog ears”
• Crisper print definition
• Reduced under wipe requirements

www.aculon.comSee Also How Can I Further Improve My Print Process?

0.5mm QFN & 0201s

One half of stencil bare, the other half treated with 

10 consecutive prints without a wipe

Flux
bleeds 
out on 
bottom 

side

Poor print
definition

Paste 
looks 
slumped

Less flux 
bleed 
out =
Less

frequent
cleaning

Easier paste
release

Sharper 
print
definition

CoatedUncoated

http://www.aculon.com/
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What’s the Difference Between Transfer Efficiency 
and Transfer Effectiveness?

Transfer Efficiency: The total volume of solder released from an aperture, expressed as a %  

A measurable, quantitative metric

Transfer Effectiveness: The quality of the deposit shape and the variation in volumes 

A qualitative characteristic that affects yields and reliability

www.aculon.com

More paste is not always better!
If a µBGA or 0201 typically runs with 400 mils3 of solder paste on its I/O pads 
and gets a 25% volume increase, 500 mils3 of paste can cause shorts, solder 
balls, tombstones or excessive skewing, all of which require rework.  

On miniature devices, more paste can cause lower yields.  

Production 0.4mm QFN (100µm stencil)

Before coating

• Excessive paste volumes
• Higher volume variation
• Poor shape quality
• High risk of solder defects

• Proper paste volumes
• Less volume variation
• Good shape quality
• Low risk of solder defects

Compare 
Print Quality

After applying

See Also How Can I Further Improve My Print Process?

http://www.aculon.com/
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How do I Apply Statistics to Print Quality?

Statistical Print Metrics

Cp – Process Capability Index – relates process variation to specification limits

Cpk – Process Capability Index  - relates process variation to specification limits AND 
process centering between the limits 
CV – Coefficient of Variation – relates variation to average and removes spec limits 
from the equation

Each metric uses σ (sigma), the standard deviation, to describe the spread of the data.  
Each metric uses σ in different ways

www.aculon.comSee Also Transfer Efficiency  vs. Transfer Effecitveness

Cp = USL-LSL
6σ

USLLSLLSL
(lower spec limit)

USL
(upper spec limit)

Cpk = min

Compares standard deviation 
with specification range

Higher is better.  Goal is >2.0

USL- Avg
3σ

Avg-LSL
3σ

or( )

USLLSL

CV =
Avg

σ

LSL USL USLLSL

Low Cp High Cp

Low Cpk High Cpk High Cp, Low Cpk

Low CVHigh CV

Compares standard deviation 
with average,  %
NO SPEC LIMITS

Lower is better.  Goal is <10% 

To begin controlling a print process:  
First reduce variation (Cp, CV), then adjust the average (Cpk)

Breaks the spec range in half to determine how well 
the distribution is centered in the process window

Higher is better.  Goal is >2.0

http://www.aculon.com/


SMT Stencil Treatment Benefits

APPLICATIONS BULLETIN

How Will My Process Benefit from NanoClear®?

Nanoclear benefits all SMT stencil printing processes in terms of:

• Quality – higher yields and better transfer effectiveness (link)

• Productivity – less down time for wiping and roll changes

• Cost Reduction – lower rework and consumable costs

The extent of the benefits depends on the complexity of the process.

The chart below indicates improvement in each area based on PCBA layout and component types

www.aculon.com
See Also How Does NanoClear Improve Print Quality? or
How Can I Demonstrate NanoClear’s Cost Savings?
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 Component Population Density

    High PP PP PP PP PP PP

    Med PP PP P P P PP

    Low P P P P P P

 Component Mix

    Most component pitches ≤ 0.5mm PP PP PP PP P PP

    Mix of fine and coarse pitch components PP P P P P PP

    Most component pitches ≥ 0.5mm P P P P

 Component Type

    Leading edge
     ≤ 0.4mm pitch leadless (BGA, BTC, POP), 01005 chip PP PP PP PP PP PP

   Challenging new packages 
    0.5mm pitch leadless, high I/O BGA, 0201 chip 

PP PP PP PP PP PP

    Mainstream SMT
     > 0.5mm pitch leadless, ≥ 0.4mm leaded, ≥ 0402 chip P P P P P P

                                                                                                           P - measurable improvement,    PP - substantial improvement

Benefits of NanoClear® SMT Stencil Treatment

Quality Productivity Cost Reduction

http://www.aculon.com/


Download the                       Cost Savings Estimator

APPLICATIONS BULLETIN

How Can I Demonstrate NanoClear’s® Cost Savings?

www.aculon.com
See Also How Does NanoClear Improve Print Quality? or
How Will My Process Benefit from NanoClear?

Time required, min` 4 Cost per roll 20

Labor rate, per hour 12 Length of roll, m 10

Benefit rate, % 25 Advance per wiper pass, mm 5

Overhead Rate, % 25 # of wiper passes in cycle 3

Cost of Simple Rework 1.20$      Cost of Paper per Wipe Cycle 0.03$     

Time required, min` 60 Cost of solvent container 30

Labor rate, per hour 16 Capacity of solvent container, liter 4

Benefit rate, % 25 Volume of solvent used on each wipe, ml 2

Overhead Rate, % 25 # of solvent passes in wipe cycle 1

Cost of Complex Rework 24.00$    Cost of Solvent per Wipe Cycle 0.02$     

Cost of Complex Rework

Rework and Consumables Cost Calculator

Cost of Simple Rework Cost of Wiper Paper

Cost of Wiper Solvent

Current First Pass Yield, % 80 Savings per print 0.35$        

Projected First Pass Yield, % 90 Cost of Nanoclear 25.00$      

% Improvement 10% Cost of Application 20.00$      

% of defects requiring simple rework 90 Payback - # of Prints 128

% of defects requiring complex rework 10

Savings in Yield Improvement, per print 0.35$          

# of prints per hour 60

Current Wipe Frequency 5 # of production hours per week 80

Projected Wipe Frequency 10 # of paper roll changes per week 10

% Reduction 50% Time to change wiper roll,  minutes 5

Savings in under wipe consumables, per print 0.005$        Annual Cost Reduction 87,984$    

Cost of simple rework 1.20$          Additional Prodution Uptime, hours per year 43

Cost of complex rework 24.00$        Additional PCBs assembled per year 2600

Cost of wiper paper, per wipe cycle 0.03$          

Cost of solvent, per wipe cycle 0.02$          

Modify cost information on the "Cost Calculator" tab

Cost Reduction

Payback Period

Cost Savings of NanoClear® SMT Stencil Treatment

Quality

Productivity

Annual Savings per SMT Line

>>>   PLUS   <<<

Enter information into the white cells; calculations appear in the yellow cells

Cost Calculator Tab
• Enter times and labor 

rates
• Enter wiper paper and 

solvent information
• Costs calculated in 

yellow cells are fed into 
Cost Savings tab

Cost Savings Tab
• Enter projected 

improvement in quality, 
productivity and 
operational costs

• Play “What if?” 
scenarios

• Cost savings calculated 
per print and per year

• Payback is calculated in 
terms of # of prints

• Additional uptime is also 
calculated

http://www.aculon.com/


 Easy to calculate benefits:

- Improved Quality

- Boost productivity

- Reduced Costs

 Not just for fine pitch stencils

 Coats the aperture walls

 Techniques to enhance durability – Soft 

wipes & clean better!

 Available locally on a global basis

NanoClear enables a higher quality, more cost-effective stencil print process

Summary

NanoClear® 
The #1 NanoCoating Globally



Exhibiting at APEX EXPO 
in San Diego

February 14-16
San Diego Convention Center

Join us at
Booth 1805!

APEX



Presentation
– Will be emailed to all attendees

Videos
– Introduction & Instruction Videos

For Technical Bulletins
– Contact Mario Gattuso    gattuso@aculon.com

To Chat with an Expert online
– http://www.aculon.com/stencilwipes.php

To Download Cost Calculator Workbook
– NanoClear Cost of Ownership Calculator

For A Free Sample of 
– Contact Mario Gattuso gattuso@aculon.com

To order NanoClear
– Online Shopping

For questions and volume quotes for 
NanoClear

– Contact Mario Gattuso    gattuso@aculon.com

Resources

http://www.aculon.com/stencils.php
mailto:Gattuso@Aculon.com
http://www.aculon.com/stencilwipes.php
http://www.aculon.com/pdfs/coo-calc.xls
mailto:Gattuso@Aculon.com
mailto:Gattuso@Aculon.com


Mario Gattuso,  Aculon

gattuso@aculon.com

Edward Hughes, Aculon

hughes@aculon.com

Chrys Shea, Shea Engineering Services

chrys@sheaengineering.com
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Questions & Contact info

www.aculon.com

mailto:gattuso@aculon.com
mailto:hughes@aculon.com
mailto:chrys@sheaengineering.com


Thanks & Conclusions

Thank you for:
• Your participation in today’s webinar
• Your questions that have become 

applications bulletins
• Your continued questions about 

NanoClear

Today’s Webinar on the New 
Applications Bulletins
• Is broadcast at 10:00 AM, 4:00 PM and 

8:00 PM EST
• Will be available from the Aculon

website shortly after the final webcast

2016 Webinar, “Stencil Nanocoating are 
Not Just for Fine Pitch Anymore” is also 
available on the Aculon website 


